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The Red Lion Casino Review

The official site of The Red Lion casino has collected in its vastness the best gaming products from domestic producers and developers of gaming content from European countries. This fact suggests that all slot machines are distinguished by high-quality graphics, bright interface, but the main advantage is fair gameplay.

Video slots, traditional card games, live dealer games, video poker, roulettes, lotteries – all this and much more can be found on the pages of The Red Lion.

The Red Lion casino official site

The Red Lion Casino has a very striking design with a lot of effective banners, catchy icons, stylish fonts and other impressive elements. At the same time, the colorful design does not interfere with looking for the necessary information on the portal and using its services.

The home page displays the most popular games. Also striking information about:

	current promotions
	jackpots
	various interesting offers


Overall, The Red Lion Casino leaves a good impression.

Mirror The Red Lion casino

The Red Lion casino may be blocked in some countries. You can solve access problems in a variety of ways, including a working mirror. It is updated regularly. If necessary, the visitor is automatically redirected to the actual mirror of The Red Lion.

Play The Red Lion casino online

The casino operator The Red Lion is a well-known company. It operates under license from Curacao.

The online casino runs on licensed software from various manufacturers, information about which can be found on the website in the corresponding section. The software is of high quality and reliable, has a clear interface and does not cause any difficulties in use.

Games are launched in a browser, you can play both from a computer and from a portable device – a smartphone or tablet. In addition, it is suggested to download The Red Lion casino. The application for computers and laptops provides stable connectivity and many additional benefits.

Read about The Red Lion mobile casino below.

The establishment helps clients to avoid addiction to gambling and fight the manifestations of gambling addiction. It offers users a self-exclusion system, a test for signs of gambling addiction, practical advice, contact addresses of specialized organizations and more, as described on the Responsible Gaming page of the official website of The Red Lion casino. On the site you can find real reviews of The Red Lion casino from regular players.

The site is powered by:

	English and some other languages, is popular with players from Eastern and Western Europe


Registration at the Red Lion casino

Registration is simple and takes a few minutes. The user is only required to fill out a form and confirm the entered data. It should be noted that there are restrictions on opening an account for a number of countries.

Auto slot machines at the Red Lion casino

The official site contains games of most of the most popular software developers for online gambling. For the convenience of users, the models are divided into thematic categories:

	Popular – the most demanded by clients
	New – the latest releases from leading brands
	Slots – hundreds of slot machines and video slots
	Roulette – all basic varieties and a few rare versions
	Others – table and card gambling, scratch cards, arcade models, video poker, and so on


There are practically no additional game selection parameters in the browser version. For example, you cannot additionally sort blackjacks or slot machines of a particular provider.

Live dealers

At The Red Lion live casino you can play for real money with live dealers. Bets are accepted at the tables of several types of roulette and other gambling games. Dealers are located in special studios of well-known software providers. They speak different languages.



The rules, bet limits and other features should be found out on the official website of The Red Lion casino.

Play the Red Lion casino for free without registration

The Red Lion casino does not offer a no deposit bonus to beginners, however, customers have access to other options that allow them to play at the casino for free. We are talking about bonus credits, free spins, demo versions of slots and other services.

Bonuses, promotions and promo codes

The Red Lion casino bonus program is extensive and diverse. It embraces all customers, providing them with numerous benefits. Let’s highlight the main shares:

	100% welcome bonus up to £ 247 is awarded to new customers who first deposit after registering at the casino.
	Weekly cashback in the amount of 15% of the amount of money lost is credited to regular players.
	40% weekly reload bonus up to 154 ft. Credited over the weekend to all players.


Periodic bonuses, a loyalty program, special offers to fans of sports predictions – Betsafe – , prize draws and much more are also available, which can be read about on the official website.

Do not forget to check the conditions for granting bonuses and the rules for wagering them. Pay attention to all the points and check the nuances with the support representatives.

Tournaments and races

The casino constantly organizes slot tournaments, which are held on themed slot machines. These are usually free events that do not require special registration. To become a participant, it is enough to place a bet on a certain amount at the specified time on the devices involved in the promotion.

Loyalty program points are at stake in free tournaments. Check the schedule and rules at The Red Lion casino.

VIP club: privileges and loyalty program

The Red Lion loyalty program consists of several levels:

	Beginner
	Bronze
	Silver
	Gold
	Platinum


Statuses are assigned to clients according to the number of dialed points. These points are awarded for bets made with real money. Points can be exchanged for game credits. The higher the player’s level, the more profitable the conversion rate.



A detailed table describing the features of all statuses is published in the Bonuses section of the official casino website.

For VIP clients, the administration can accrue personal bonuses for promotional codes, as well as provide other benefits.

Jackpots

The casino offers a wide selection of gambling games with progressive jackpots. Most of these models are progressive slots from leading developers. Among them are the cult machines in which huge sums of money are at stake. Also, progressive jackpots are raffled in models of other genres.

Mobile version of The Red Lion casino website

If you prefer to gamble on your smartphone, The Red Lion mobile casino is at your service. It can be opened in a browser, but it is better to use the downloaded version. Install a free program to have access to the services of the establishment at any time. It allows you to bypass blockages and ensures stable operation even with very weak connections.

The Red Lion mobile casino has a convenient and functional interface with a colorful design and numerous options that make the gameplay as comfortable as possible.

The games are divided into thematic categories. In addition, they can be selected according to the specified parameters. The vertical menu bar allows you to quickly switch between sections. Banner ads inform you about the latest promotions, tournaments and sweepstakes.

Replenishment and payments

You can top up your account with US dollars and other currencies. The red lion casino offers a wide range of methods for depositing and withdrawing funds, the most common of which is the use of bank cards and electronic payment systems.

Information about the limits and terms of withdrawal is presented in the corresponding section on the official website of this casino.

Player support

A professional support service works here, ready to provide detailed advice on any issues that arise at any time of the day or night.

The support staff speaks different languages, so you will surely have no problems with communication. You can contact the support via online chat, by phone or E-mail.

Conclusions

If you still have doubts about the honesty and reliability of the casino, we suggest reading the reviews of real players about The Red Lion casino. As a reminder, users who, for whatever reason, cannot visit the official website of the club, have the opportunity to open the mirror of The Red Lion casino.

We invite you to share your impressions of the site in the comments and rate it. Tell us about the level of service, communication with the support and other important points.

Main pros:

	Well-known brand and reliable operator
	Works under license
	Offers bonuses to all customers
	There is a multilevel loyalty program
	Jackpots are raffled
	Tournaments are held
	The Red Lion live casino features different games
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